The interactions ofDΣ c -DΛ c ,D * Σ c -D * Λ c , and related strangeness channels, are studied within the framework of the coupled channel unitary approach with the local hidden gauge formalism. A series of meson-baryon dynamically generated relatively narrow N * and Λ * resonances are predicted around 4.3 GeV in the hidden charm sector. We make estimates of production cross sections of these predicted resonances inpp collisions for PANDA at the forthcoming FAIR facility.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of chiral Lagrangians in combination with unitary techniques in coupled channels of mesons and baryons has been a very fruitful scheme to study the nature of many hadron resonances. The poles found in the analysis of meson baryon scattering amplitudes are identified with existing baryon resonances. In this way the interaction of the octet of pseudoscalar mesons with the octet of stable baryons has lead to J/P = 1/2 − resonances which fit quite well the spectrum of the known low lying resonances with these quantum number [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The combination of pseudoscalars with the decuplet of baryons has also received attention and also leads to several dynamically generated states [6, 7] . Work substituting pseudoscalar mesons with vector mesons has also been done recently leading to new resonances dynamically generated [8, 9] .
One of the interesting findings in the study of the interaction of pseudoscalars with the octet of baryons is the generation of the N * (1535) resonance which has large couplings to KΣ and KΛ, to the point that the resonance can be approximately considered as a bound state of these meson baryon components [12] [13] [14] . Another point of view is that this resonance can be considered as a hidden strangeness state. In fact, phenomenological studies show that, indeed, this seems to be the case [15, 16] .
The idea that we want to explore here is to see if one can also generate dynamically baryon states in the hidden charm sector. The interaction of charmed mesons with the octet of stable baryons has been studied in [17, 18] and further refined in [19] [20] [21] . Several states with open charm are dynamically generated there, in particular the Λ c (2593).
In the present work we follow the steps of [9, 19] but concentrate in states of hidden charm, for which we study the interaction of an anticharmed meson with a charmed baryon. The underlying theory that we use is an extension to SU(4) of the local hidden gauge Lagrangians [22] [23] [24] [25] , where SU(4) is broken to account for the different masses of the vector mesons exchanged in the t-and u-channels. The study is done both with pseudoscalar mesons and vector mesons and we obtain three dynamically generated hidden charm baryons generated from the pseudoscalar baryon interaction plus three other states from the interaction of vector mesons with baryons, all of them with masses around 4200-4600 MeV.
We also make estimates of production cross sections withp collisions that could be carried out at the future FAIR facility within the PANDA project. We also study how the presence of these resonances could increase the rate of J/ψ and η c production around the energies where the resonances can be formed. Part of our results have been briefly reported in [26] , here we give a much more complete report of our investigation.
In the next section, we present the formalism and ingredients for the study of the interaction, and give the poles obtained. In the last section, our numerical results are given, followed by a discussion.
II. FORMALISM FOR MESON-BARYON INTERACTION A. Lagrangian and Feynman diagrams
We consider the P B → P B and V B → V B interaction by exchanging a vector meson.
The corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in the Fig.1 . In order to evaluate these Feynman diagrams, we give the three types of vertices for BBV, PPV and VVV interaction from [9] . The Lagrangians for the interaction of vector mesons between themselves (three -vector vertex), pseudoscalar mesons with vectors and baryons with vectors are:
where B and P are the standard matrices including the pseudoscalar and baryon nonets [27] , g = M V /2f is the coupling used in the hidden gauge with the pion decay constant f = 93 MeV and the mass of the light vector meson taken as M V = 770 MeV. The g fulfills the KSFR rule [10] which is tied to vector meson dominance [11] . When we go to SU (4) we can still use the Lagrangian for VPP of Eq.
(1) and the V and P matrices extended to SU(4):
and
SU(4) mesons
we find
in the physical basis. On the other hand, for vectors we use the physical basis ρ 0 , ω, φ and J/ψ, where
which can be written in terms of ω 8 ,ω c andω
The use of Lagrangians to give the BBV vertex in SU(4) is more cumbersome than in SU (3) and thus it is simpler to use SU(4) Clebsch Gordan coefficients. Yet, this requires a certain phase convention for the physical states with respect to the isospin states implicit in the
[1] Latter on, in order to use the SU(4) Clebsch Gordan coefficients we shall change a phase to theη c and ω c .
SU(4) tables, which makes convenient to use the same procedure to evaluate the P P V vertex.
In the P P V vertex we go from the 15 ⊗ . The resulting t amplitude for P 1 P 2 → V is given by
where q 1 and q 2 are the four-momentum of the initial and final pseudoscalar mesons respectively, and C 15 F (15 ⊗ 15) is the SU(4) Clebsch Gordan Coefficient that we take from [28] and g 15 F is the reduced matrix element that by comparison with the result of the Lagrangian is given by
However, the use of the SU(4) tables requires a phase convention. We find a compatible and convenient phase convention of the isospin states implicit in the SU(4) tables and those used by us in Eqs. (8) and (9) by means of:
and equivalent phases for the corresponding vectors,
necessity for the change in phases stems from demanding that the 15 ⊗ 15 → 1 combination of SU(4) isospin states is a symmetrical expression in the physical states [29] . The use of this convention (and also the convention for baryons that we give later) leads to the same amplitudes in charge basis given by the Lagrangians of Eq. (1) with the P and B matrices written in the SU(3) basis.
When we go to the BBV vertex (we look for BB → V ), we need now the three repre- the t amplitude for the BBV vertex is given by
Once again by writing the expression for 20 ′ ⊗20 ′ → 1 in terms of the SU(4) isospin states, and demanding that the expression is symmetrical in the physical baryons, we obtain a convention of phases. The one we have chosen, partly motivated to agree formally with earlier SU(3) results, is given by changing the phases of the states
The reduced matrix elements of Eq. (10), g 15 1 , g 15 2 and g 1 are evaluated demanding:
1) The coupling pp → J/ψ should be zero by OZI rules,
2) The coupling pp → φ should be zero by OZI rules,
3) The coupling pp → ρ 0 should be the one obtained in SU(3).
We finally obtain
with g = M V /2f and f = 93MeV the pion decay constant.
The diagram of Fig. 1 (a) requires the exchange of the vector meson with the two vertices given by Eqs. (8) and (10) . In the sum of polarizations in the vector meson exchanged,
We can keep just the µ = ν = 0 component since we assume that the three momenta of the particles are small compared to their masses. Similarly, the q 2 /M 2 V term in the vector meson propagator is neglected (further on, when we consider the transitions from heavy mesons to light ones, we perform the exact calculation). The transition potential corresponding to the diagrams of Fig. 1 are given by
Where the indices a, b stand for different groups of P 1 (V 1 )B 1 and P 2 (V 2 )B 2 , respectively. The G function is a loop function of a meson (P ) and a baryon(B) which we calculate in dimensional regularization by means of the formula
where
In Eq. (16), q is the four-momentum of the meson, and P is the total four-momentum of the meson and the baryon. The µ is a regularization scale, which we put 1000 MeV, and a µ is of the order of −2, which is the natural value of the subtraction constant [3] . When we look for poles in the second Riemann sheet, we must change q by −q when √ s is above the threshold in Eq. (16) [30] . See further comments regarding the subtraction constant in Subsection D.
Here we also regularize the G loop function in a different way by putting a cutoff in the three-momentum. The formula is:
and Λ is the cutoff parameter in the three-momentum of the function loop.
For these two types of G function, the free parameters are a µ in Eq. (16) and Λ in Eq.
(19). When we choose a µ or Λ, the shapes of these two functions are almost the same close to threshold and they take the same value at threshold.
Then we can get the unitary T amplitudes by solving the coupled channels Bethe-Salpeter equation in the on shell factorization approach of [3, 31, 32 ]
When we look for poles in the complex plane of √ s, poles in the T matrix that appear in the first Riemann sheet below threshold are considered as bound states whereas those located in the second Riemann sheet and above the threshold of some channel are identified as resonances.
C. The coupling constant and the width of the poles
From the T matrix we can find the pole positions z R . In this work, we find all of these poles in the real axes below threshold, in a few words, they are bound states. In view of that, for these cases the coupling constants are obtained from the amplitudes in the real axis. These amplitudes behave close to the pole as:
We can get the coupling constant as:
This expression allows us to determine the value of g a , except by a global phase. Then, the other couplings are derived from
As all the states that we find have zero width, we should take into account some decay mechanisms. Thus, we consider the decay of the states to light meson -light baryon by means of box diagrams as it was done in [33, 34] . The Feynman diagrams for these decays are shown in Fig. 2 . We assume that P 3 , V 3 and B 3 are on-shell and neglect the threemomentum of the initial and final particles. Then, using Eq. (1), the transition potential of these diagrams can be written as:
and the same for vectors (see Fig. 2 .
Then, the kernel V in the Bethe Salpeter equation, Eq. (21), becomes now:
and similarly for the V B system. In Eq. (25) we have factorized the two P 1 B 1 → P 3 B 3
and P 3 B 3 → P 2 B 2 transition amplitudes outside the loop integral by taking their values when the system P 3 B 3 is set on-shell. This is a good approximation, exact for the imaginary part of the diagram, which is our main concern, since we are interested in the contribution of these diagrams to the width of the resonances. The loop integral only affects then the Further on, we will include the η c N, η c Λ channels for P B → P B, and J/ψN, J/ψΛ for
are the same particles than in Fig. 1 . P 3 , V 3 and B 3 are light particles belonging to the SU(3) octet of pseudoscalar mesons, vector mesons and stable baryons, respectively, and
D. Discussion about the use of the SU(4) flavor symmetric Lagrangian
Once the formalism has been exposed we would like to make some comments to justify the approach. While the hidden local gauge approach is well settled with SU(3) flavor, its extension to SU(4) is not quite justified. The local hidden gauge theory in QCD is based on spontaneous symmetry breaking of chiral symmetry, which is not expected to hold in the charmed sector, and even if this were the case, the breaking pattern would be masked by the large charm mass. In view of this, the approach followed requires some justification. The first thing we must bare in mind is that the large mass of the charmed quark is to be blamed for the lack of symmetry. Hence, if hadron dynamics still has some traces of SU(4) symmetry it should be in particular vertices or amplitudes not tied to the quark mass. In this respect it is interesting to mention that SU(4) symmetry works fairly well for the vertices VPγ (or equivalently the VVP) involved in the radiative decay of vector mesons with charm to a pseudoscalar and a photon [35] . The agreement is as good as in SU (3) . Given the analogies between the VVP and VVV vertices provided by heavy quark symmetry, it is fair to think that using SU(4) symmetry to evaluate the VVV and VPP vertices would be a fair starting point. Similarly we could also assume the same symmetry to hold in the VBB vertices.
One should also note that in the case of meson meson interaction the present approach provides the same results, up to a mass term of no practical consequences, as the heavy quark formalism used in [36] [37] [38] for the case of interaction of light mesons with heavy meson. From the perspective of our approach, we could rephrase it by stating that these two approaches provide the same VVV (or VPP) vertices with two heavy vectors and a light one. For the evaluation of the width in the present approach one is using these vertices, with the only difference with respect to [36] [37] [38] that one of the heavy vectors is exchanged in the t−channel in our approach, while the two heavy vectors (or pseudoscalars) were external particles in [36] [37] [38] . Only vertices involving three heavy vectors (D * D * J/ψ) would require the extra help of SU (4) symmetry. Thus, most of the information used is supported by phenomenology and other approaches.
Furthermore, we should bare in mind that the largest fraction of the results that we obtain, concerning couplings to different channels, is based on SU(3), since we can relate these channels through SU(3). Then, implementing SU(4) symmetry as we do, automatically accomplishes this. Only when we give a jump to another charm sector the SU(4) symmetry would play a role and there we would invoke the arguments used above to support it. Certainly, when these vertices are used in Feynmann diagrams and the masses of the exchanged vectors are very different, the approximate SU(4) symmetry that we had in the vertices will be badly broken in the amplitudes. This happens also in SU(3): The vertices are manifestly SU(3) invariant, but when SU(3) is broken in the amplitudes because of the different masses of the particles belonging to the same multiplet (for instance in the unitarization procedure), the underlying SU(3) symmetry is broken and two octets that were degenerate in the exact SU(3) limit give rise to two different states in the strangeness S = −1 sector: one of the two Λ(1405) states and the Λ(1670).
Yet, one should be ready to accept larger uncertainties than in SU(3) and allow some fitting freedom in the approach. This can be done by means of the subtraction constants of the G function, that effectively tune the strength of the potentials that one is using in the approach. This also means that the natural values of these constants should only be used as indicative and then a real fit to the data should be done, which cannot be done in the present case since we have no experimental data. However, one can rely on previous work along these lines in which several groups have done this work and provide the new scale of the subtraction constants to be used in the charm sector. In this sense, the works of [19, [39] [40] [41] [42] Here we show the results for the different sectors. By using the two G functions of Eqs.
(16) and (19) , the poles appear in both cases below threshold in the first Riemann sheet and therefore they are bound states. We show the pole positions for different values of α(Λ) in Tables I and II. We take a range of values of α, or accordingly the cut off, in line with values used in [19, [39] [40] [41] and we find six poles in our calculation. The uncertainties in the pole positions in the case of the first and third poles for both P B and V B systems, are of the order of 100
MeV, which are typical in any hadron model. These two poles are rather stable. However, for the second state, the uncertainties are much larger and the pole position is very unstable.
For the discussions that follow we choose an intermediate value of α, which we take α = −2.3, to study the nature of these poles in detail. In Tables III and IV , the values of the coupling constants are listed by using Eqs. (23) and (24) . From Table III , we see that both the N * (4269) and the Λ * (4403) depend on one channel,DΣ c andDΞ ′ c , respectively. These two states are both stable as we can see in Table I . In contrast, the Λ * (4213) depend on two channels,D s Λ + c andDΞ c . The mass of this state changes appreciably by using different values of the free parameters (α or Λ).
B. The decay widths of these states to light meson -light baryon channels These states decay to two different types of channels, one is the light meson -light baryon channel, while the other is the cc meson -baryon channel. For the VB states, there is another possibility to decay into PB channels, for instance,D * B →DB. The analogous decay channels in the V V → V V hidden charm sector driven by pseudoscalar exchange were studied in [43] and found to be extremely small because of the small phase space available.
Analogously, the terms involving a vector exchange contains an anomalous VVP vertex and were also found very small in [33] . Hence, we do not consider them here. In this subsection TABLE I: Pole position from P B → P B using the two different G functions of Eqs. (16) and (19) .
The units are in MeV. we only consider the decay of these states to the light meson -light baryon channel as depicted in the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 2 . These diagrams provide a negligible real part compared to the tree level potentials. The imaginary part gives rise to a width of the states.
Hence, we only consider the effect of this box diagram on the states found before.
In Figs. 3 and 4 , we show the results of |T ii | 2 as a function of √ s for the different channels, and we list their decay widths to the different channels for all the sectors in Tables V and   VI . From these pictures and tables, we find that the six states are all above 4200 MeV.
However, their widths are quite small. In principle, one might think that the width of these massive objects should be large because there are many channels open and there is much phase space for decay. However, it is difficult for the cc components to decay to the uū, dd this extrapolation more difficult, and thus we obtain the width of the states by plotting |T | 2 versus the energy with T obtained in the real axis including the box diagrams. The individual partial decay widths are obtained including one by one the different box diagrams.
C. Decay width to cc meson -light baryon channels
In this subsection we discuss the decay width of these states to cc meson and light -baryon channels. The three states from the V B system decay to J/ψN. The decay of these V B states to η c N is also possible by means of a BBP vertex (exchange of a pseudoscalar meson)
but as we will see in the Subsection IV. B this vertex is very small. We could also have this decay exchanging a vector meson instead of a pseudoscalar one, but then the amplitude would contain an anomalous VVP vertex, which is also very small [33] . Similarly, the decay width of the P B states to the V B channels must be very small because of the same reasons.
We will consider their decay to J/ψN in Section IV. B and we anticipate that this decay width is very small. For these reasons, we only consider the J/ψN, J/ψΛ channels for the V B states, and η c N, η c Λ channels in the case of states from the P B system. Thus, these new channels are added to the previous calculation in the Subsections III. A and B.
The pole positions of these states only change a bit compared to those given in the Subsection III. A, since the potentials from these channels are much smaller. Nevertheless, these channels provide some extra width because, in spite of the smaller phase space for the decay, the three momentum transfer in the propagator of the D * (D * s ) exchange is much smaller than in the case of transition to light meson -light baryon channels. The transition potential becomes:
and similarly for the V B system but changing p D * , M D * , E P and E ηc by p D , M D , E V and E J/ψ respectively. Here we also neglect the three-momentum of the final and initial particles because we consider energies close to the threshold. We list the results in Tables VII, VIII, IX and X. We observe that the coupling constants change a bit, but what is more relevant is that these new channels give an extra contribution to the width, smaller, but of the same order as the one obtained previously. The relatively large decay width to the η c N channel is a good feature with respect to the possible observation of these resonances since there will be less background in η c N than in πN, ηN, KΣ, the observation of the resonance in the η c N channel could be favoured.
In Tables VII and VIII, We would like to mention that in the approach of [18] , which has been corrected in [19, 20] , some hidden charm states are also found, bound by about 1000 MeV. It is not easy to understand such a large binding on physical grounds, which is not supported in any case by the strength of the potentials. , we would obtain at the peak of the πN distribution
which leads to the following cross section: 0.13 µb/GeV 2 for N * + cc (4265). In the above calculation, we did not consider the form factor for the πNN vertex. The form factor is:
with the Λ π = 1.3GeV . We can multiply by F 2 ppπ the cross section in the Eq. (31) and we find about 0.05 µb/GeV 2 .
Because in such high energy transfer reaction the one-pion exchange with the monopole off-shell form factor of Eq.(32) may not be a good approximation, here we also make a calculation with the Reggeon exchange. Using a Reggeon propagator R π (s, t) [44] instead of the usual pion propagator. Then the Eq.(30) becomes
with the slope parameter in the units of (GeV [46, 47] . In order to see the role played by the hidden charm resonance in this process we can compare it with the cross section coming from a standard mechanism of Fig. 6(c,d) . The vertex of ppη c is used by
where g ηcpp can be calculated from the reaction η c → pp by
where the p are both from PDG. The form factor of the vertex NNπ is also used Eq. (32) . We also add the form factors for N * cc and p exchange in the Fig.6 :
Here Λ p = Λ N = 0.8GeV . Another estimate that we want to do is the cross section for J/ψ production in thē pp →ppJ/ψ reaction around the energy of the N * (4265) excitation. We use again Eq. (31) but we need to evaluate Γ J/ψp . This requires a different formalism to the one used so far.
The mechanism for R → J/ψp is obtained by analogy to the work done in [33, 34] where the transition from vector -vector to pseudoscalar -pseudoscalar states is done. Concretely, given the fact that the N * + cc (4265) is basically aDΣ c molecule in our approach, we obtain the coupling of the resonance N * + cc (4265) to J/ψp through the diagram of Fig. 9 . This diagram requires the coupling of N * + cc (2465) to theDΣ c state in I = 1/2, and the transition J/ψp →DΣ c which is mediated by theD meson that comes from the coupling of J/ψ to DD. The diagram also involves the DNΣ c coupling which has been studied in [48] .
The J/ψ → DD coupling can be obtained from the Lagrangian
used in Section II, with g = M V /2f and f = 93 MeV, which leads to
The vertex DNΣ c is obtained from [48] and has the form
with β = 1 and q ′0 , q ′ , the incoming energy, momentum of the D meson and M ′ the mass of the Σ c . For D and F we take the standard values D = 0.8 and F = 0.46 [49] [50] [51] . Thus,
We need the I = 1/2 state ofDΣ c given with our phase convention by
The other possible vertex, the
With all these ingredients one obtains
where we use a form factor F (q) = Λ 2 Λ 2 + q 2 with Λ = 1.05 GeV [48] in the integral of Eq. (47). Upon neglecting the small three momenta p J/ψ compared to the J/ψ mass and performing the q 0 integral, Eq. (47) can be written as
where ω D (q) = q 2 + m 
wheret J/ψp→R means t J/ψp→R omitting the σ · ǫ operator. We take P 0 = M R = 4265 MeV
R , while M p stands for the mass of the proton. By using the form factor of [48] , we get
with admitted uncertainties of the order of a factor two. Since Γ πN of the N * + cc (4265) was of the order of 3.8 MeV, now the cross section is about a factor 400 smaller than before. Yet, the fact that the background for J/ψp production is also smaller might compensate for it.
But, from what we have said before, the cross section for η c p production is much bigger. We shall make the estimate based upon the mechanism of the Feynman diagram of Fig. 10 , and we will consider the resonance N * cc (4418) coming from the interaction of vector mesons with baryons, one of which channels is J/ψp, which was considered in the Subsection III. C as seen in Table IX 
with p ′ , p thep outgoing, incoming momenta in the center of mass frame, and p 
with Λ ρ = 1.3GeV and Λ N = 0.8GeV .
This cross section is larger than the one we would obtain from the standard mechanism of Fig. 12 , which can be evaluated in analogy to the case of Fig. 6 . Once again, using Eq.
(31) and Γ J/ψp of the resonance instead of Γ πN we can obtain the differential cross section of the peak of the resonance: 6 ∼ 50 nb/GeV 2 . For the same reasons as for the N * cc (4265) production, we also consider the Reggeon exchange here. The Eq.(51) becomes as follows:
. For the estimation the value of s 0 is taken to be from 5 GeV −2 to 8 GeV −2 , such that |R ρ (s, t)| 2 gives almost the same results as 1 (m 2 ρ −t) 2 when √ s < 3GeV. By using Reggeon propagator, the total cross section is about 0.008 ∼ 0.06 nb for ap beam of 15 GeV/c. This is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the result by ρ-meson exchange.
From the calculation above, we find that the cross section of this reaction is about two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the reaction pp → ppη c , but it could be also appropriate to find N * (4418) because the J/ψ has a large branching ratio to decay into lepton channels which are much easier to detect than hadron channels. In this Appendix we give the coefficients C ab in Eqs. (13, 14, 25, 27) for the several (I, S) sectors studied in this work. (13, 25) for the P B system in the sector I = 3/2, S = 0. 
